
Mahjong!!

**About Mahjong**

Mahjong is possibly one of the most popular games worldwide. The aim of the game classic is

finding matching tiles to clear the complete playing field. 

Mahjong is an absolute game classic. By dint of this app you can play Mahjong on your

smartphone or tablet now. Find matching tiles, combine them and erase them from the playing

field. You win the game as soon as you erased all tiles from the playing field. For that it is very

important that you can only erase tiles which are located on top of the deck. 

**Mahjong – how does it work?**

-	Remove all tiles: The aim of Mahjong is erasing all tiles from the playing field. In order that tiles

disappear, you have to find matching tiles. Matching tiles are those who have the same pattern or

signs. But that’s easier said than done: Only tiles which are located on top of the deck can be

erased from the playing field. You can see what’s underneath the files not until you erased the tiles

from the deck by combing them.  

-	Create your game individually: In the app Mahjong you can create the game according to your

ideas and wishes. You can choose between various different arrangements of the files.  Choose

how the files should be arranged and with which pattern you can cope best. 

-	Different features: By using the Mahjong app, the game classic gets even more exciting. If you

can’t find matching tiles, you can use the Hint option. This feature shows you two matching tiles

so that you can continue the game as fast as possible. Besides you can use the Undo or the

Shuffle option to keep the game exciting. By using these options you can play Mahjong until you

combined all matching files. 

-	Never lose your score: The app saves your score automatically when you close the app. Like that

you can continue the game where you left. If you use the Mahjong app, a fast app change, sending

messages or making calls are no longer a problem. 

Conclusion: Mahjong is an absolute game classic and inspires young and elderly for many years.

But be careful: Searching for matching tiles has high addictive potential! Erasing all tiles is more

difficult than expected. 


